THE CITY IS OURS
Confront global challenges, 
explore local innovations.

#TheCityIsOurs

WHERE DO WE GROW FROM HERE?

A season of ideas, debate and inspiration until April 2018
THE CITY IS OURS

14 July 2017 – 2 January 2018
Free exhibition

More than half of the world’s population now live in urban areas. Our major exhibition – spread across three galleries – looks at some of the challenges faced by cities and ideas and innovations being developed around the world to improve them. What could you do to change your city?

THE CITY IS OURS

Urban Earth
A dramatic film visualising the urbanisation of our planet through data. How do cities compare?

Cities Under Pressure
Films and interactives exploring the tensions within cities, from where we live to how we use digital technologies.

London
Predictions about London’s possible futures, case studies on local initiatives, and the chance to share your own personal map.

Urban Futures
A showcase of innovations from around the world, from radical social housing in Chile to automated underground bicycle parking in Tokyo.

The City is Ours is part of the City Now City Future season. Find out about more events and displays at museumoflondon.org.uk/citynowcityfuture